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Three lectures and lots of
information about college life
and available careers. This will
be Campus Day, a free event
promoted by Don Bosco Catholic
University, which will take place
on the 24th, starting at 8:30 am, in
the UCDB Courtyard. Registration
is open through the site.ucdb.br/
campus-day portal.
To help students, UCDB
will bring two teachers from
ProEnem, a distance learning
portal that provides access to the
main universities in the country.
Professor Diego Viug opens the
program with a Mathematics

class. Then, students go to six
options of “trails”, which will be
exhibitions with the presence
of students and teachers that
will show the possibilities of the
professions.
In the afternoon, at 2 pm,
teachers from UCDB Idiomas, the
Catholic language school, will be
responsible for the lecture on
English and Spanish. At 6 pm,
there will be a lecture on Writing
for Enem, with professor Romulo
Bolivar and, to close the program,
another opportunity for students
to get to know the Catholic
courses.

“The great tip in mathematics is to make sure the easy
questions are answered. We’ll go through all the content,
and some of it comes up more often on the questions,
but the student has to keep in mind that he can’t waste
time or get nervous about the difficult questions that even
teachers sometimes don’t get right. So the class will be
with this focus: peace of mind to get it right and secure
with content that the student certainly knows."

8:30 am - Math Class - Diego Viug (ProEnem)
9:30 am - Trails
2:00 pm - English / Spanish Class - UCDB Languages
6:30 pm - Writing Class - Romulo Bolívar (ProEnem)
7:30 pm - Trails

Diego Viug,
teacher ProEnem Math
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UCDB and ApexBrasil launch export
training program
Dom Bosco Catholic University,
through
its
Innovation
and
Entrepreneurship Agency (S-Inova),
launched on September 10, the
Export Qualification Program (Peiex)
of the Brazilian Export and Investment
Promotion Agency (Apex-Brasil). in
Campo Grande. The event featured
the presentation of the program,
testimonials and the presence of
entrepreneurs who are participating
in the program.
“Peiex’s first core in MS is a source
of great honor and joy. Each state
has its wealth that is often unknown.
This program seeks to make other
countries know our products, meeting

what our state is seeking, which is
the Bioceanic Route. We have a lot
to offer, and this integration and
dialogue only help”, said the Dean of
UCDB, Fr. Ricardo Carlos.
Católica was accredited by
Apex-Brasil to join, for two years,
Peiex’s team of operational centers
in Brazil, being the first in Mato
Grosso do Sul, and aims to promote
the exportation process of small
and medium-sized companies free
of charge. UCDB’s core is capable of
serving 100 food, beverage, textile
and apparel companies by 2021.
Information by phone (67) 33123577.

In the first
month of
operation at
Católica, 20
companies
joined Peiex
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Registration open
for UCDB Masters
and Doctorates

BIOTECHNOLOGY
(67) 3312-3768

The Stricto Sensu Graduate Programs in Biotechnology, Psychology,
Education, Local Development and
Environmental Sciences and Agricultural Sustainability at Don Bosco Catholic University (UCDB) are now open
for the Master’s selection process until November 14. For the doctorate
in Biotechnology and Environmental
Sciences, the selection processes are

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
AND AGRICULTURAL
SUSTAINABILITY
(67) 3312-3702

performed in continuous flow.
They may enroll in the selection
process holders of a full degree diploma, recognized by the Ministry of
Education, or about to complete it by
the date of enrollment. The selection
process will consist of a written general knowledge test, English test, oral
exam and curriculum analysis. Registration at www.ucdb.br

LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT
(67) 3312-3612

PSYCHOLOGY

(67) 3312-3605

EDUCATION

(67) 3312-3597

Information:
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Technology addicts can count
on a support group at the
UCDB School Clinic
Can you stay away from your computer
or mobile phone? Today, most things
can be done over the internet, and some
people have a hard time living away
from technology. Seeing this scenario,
the Clinical School of Psychology of Dom
Bosco Catholic University created, from
the Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT),
the “Detoxtec” - support group focused
on digital addiction, a disorder called
“nomophobia”, that makes a person
uncomfortable or distressed when they
do not have access to communication
through electronic devices.
The group is open to anyone who
wants to attend, and meetings begin
on the 20th of this month. From that
date, the meetings will be held every
Friday at 7 pm at the UCDB Clinical

School of Psychology, located on the
Tamandaré campus. After registration,
the applicant will go through a
screening and interview so that
professionals and students identify if
the person matches the profile.
According to Professor Renan
Soares, responsible for the project,
it is noteworthy that this is not a
training, but a group for technology
dependents. The meetings will last
about 1 hour 30 minutes and come with
the proposal to help the participants, in
addition to establishing fundamentals
in the context of mobile addiction
and identifying how much this can be
harmful to health.
Information about “Detoxtec” can be
obtained by calling (67) 3312-3705.
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UCDB Futsal Teams
Compete for JUBs
The women’s and men’s futsal teams from the Dom Bosco
Catholic University will compete
in the final phase of the Brazilian
University Games (JUBs), which
will take place from October 21
to 28 in Salvador (BA).
The classification came after
the Southern Conference of JUBs,
in which the men’s futsal got the
2nd place, and the female, the
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3rd. The dispute took place in Maringá (PR), in August. “It is very important to arrive with two teams in
the final phase of the national games, the main university competition in the country,” said the coach
of the teams, Professor Luiz Fernando Borges Daniel.
The women’s team also won the
Campo Grande Football Cup on August 26, defeating Operário 4-3.

ARARAZUL
dance group wins two awards
at Onça Pintada Festival 2019
Ararazul dance group of the Dom Bosco Catholic University received two awards
during the 6th edition of the International
Onça Pintada 2019 Festival, held in Campo
Grande from 6 to 8 this month. For the third
time in a row, the Católica group was awarded the event.

Ararazul is formed exclusively by
Catholic scholars and is part of
the Culture and Art area of the
Institution
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The winning choreographies were in the
Jazz Ensemble Sr., “For every end, a new beginning”, and in the Contemporary Ensemble Senior Dance, “Grind”.
Formed exclusively by Catholic scholars,
the Ararazul group, directed by choreographer Jessica Bellincanta, is part of the UCDB
Culture and Art Area. At this year’s Onça
Pintada Festival, the dancers participated
in the dance meeting together with about
one thousand dancers from regional and
also international dance groups, such as
Bolivia and Argentina. The event has been
held since 2012 and contemplates various
styles within contemporary dance.

Pastoral

UCDB

Salesian Mission Promotes
Retreat to the Academic
Community

Event brought together
members of higher
education institutions
in Araçatuba

Scholars and collaborators of the Rectorate of
Pastoral and Community Affairs of Don Bosco
Catholic University attended the IUS Retreat on
7 and 8 September with the theme “So that my
joy may be in you” (Jn 15:11), held at Casa São
Paulo, in Araçatuba (SP). The event, which featured formative lectures, animation and moments of personal prayer, brought together 50
young people from the province of the Salesian
Mission of Mato Grosso.
“It is important for us to have such a moment
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of exchange of experiences and spirituality
among Salesian university students from different houses. It is a process that has been
thinking for a long time here in our Province and now we have been able to put it into
practice”, said Pastoral collaborator Andressa
Eloisa de Oliveira. The meeting was planned
by the Pastoral teams of the houses of Lins
and Araçatuba (SP) and for the first half of
next year, the proposal is for the retreat to be
held in Campo Grande.

